The cover picture this month is of the new KTM 1190 and was supplied by
Andre Castle. Mike Roberts did the picture editing and graphical work.

New Observers

Mark Hardy (Above) and Tim Murgatroyd (below)
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Next Issue
Closing date for copy – Friday after club night. Send via e-mail or on a USB
memory stick (which will be returned) or even hand-written, not a problem.
The Editor reserves the right to edit, amend or omit as he feels fit.

WEBSITE ADDRESS
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
SAM is a registered Charity ~ No. 1067800
All Official Correspondence to: David Rudland, 36 Sherborne Avenue,
Ipswich, IP4 3DR
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July’s Chairman’s Chat
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the July edition of our SAM magazine, I
hope you’re enjoying plenty of summer motorcycling.
I’ve fallen in love all over again with my hunky,
chunky beast. With striking good looks and handsome
physique once again I’m finding myself so easily
charmed. We’ve been together nearly seven
exhilarating years now but I have to admit that for the
first time just recently I began to have doubts as I
started to notice signs of aging. There, I’ve given the game away; you’ve
guessed who I’m talking about, Razor Theo Rudland of course, my gorgeous
BMW R1200R.

Then, for reasons we won’t go into right at this moment, the other love of my
life (David of course) stripped Razor down to his very bones and replaced
some very major parts. Whilst Razor was in this totally dismantled state, I took
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the opportunity to clean and polish every
conceivable part, particularly those parts
that usually can’t be reached. The end result
is a gleaming machine that runs like a
dream. It looks so good that I’ve accepted
the grossly depleted bank balance and
almost forgotten the reason why most of the
work had to be undertaken in the first place.
Please note, I said almost forgotten, David.
Since investing so much time and elbow grease in restoring Razor to his former
glory I have been trying to avoid riding out in the rain but I have a very strong
suspicion that we’re going to get wet this coming Sunday on the annual St
Elizabeth Hospice charity ride. Then we’re off to the Ardenne and we’d be
very lucky to have a totally rain free week, so I shall be listening very carefully
when Steve Brinkley speaks at our July group night as he will be talking about
All Year Biker Products, www.allyearbiker.co.uk.
The idea of a table top sale, for members with motorcycle related second hand
goods to sell, has been suggested a couple of times just recently. Therefore
August group night has been proposed as the ideal evening to bring along any
unwanted motorcycle related items that you would like to sell on to other
members. Please feel free to bring along all those items that you’ve been
meaning to part with for ages. We’re hoping for a nice summers evening as
Fynn Valley will have the barbeque out especially for SAM members.
I hope you enjoy reading the rest of the magazine, further on you will see a
very nice letter from Copdock Classic Motorcycle Club thanking all those
SAM members who volunteered their help with marshalling the route of the
fun run back in May. They also express their appreciation of SAM’s support at
their annual motorcycle show in October. The date for this year’s show is
Sunday 6th October so please put the date in your diary right now as it would
be brilliant to have your help this year, I’ll be announcing more details very
soon.
There has been a great crowd at group nights just recently; it’s brilliant to see
so many members enjoying the social side of SAM. But there are some great
SAM members who haven’t managed to get along of late, so if you’re one of
our absent friends why not come along sometime soon, it would be marvellous
to see you.
With my very best wishes,
The SAM Observer July 2013
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IAM Test Passes
Congratulations to the members who have passed their
Advanced test this month.

Alan Howard

his Observer was

André Castle

When you pass your advanced test please let
Derek Barker or Susan Smith know.

New Associate Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members:

Neal Sparrow Brian Ellis
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
he will put your name in the next issue
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West wales motorcycle
show 2013
http://www.westwalesmotorcycleshow.co.uk
Saturday 17th August 10am to 9.30pm & Sunday 18th 10am to 5pm
Help us make this the best West Wales Motorcycle Show yet!
The WWMS is a bike show with a difference. We focus on making our event a
fun family day out with a distinct motorcycle theme. Each year we donate all
our profits to charity raising over £2000 for good causes last year alone. Come
and see the exhibits from clubs and private enthusiasts and cast your vote for
the best in show. With displays of modern bikes as well as stunning classics,
there really is something for everyone.
High-Octane live action performances and interactive events mean there's loads
to keep you entertained throughout the weekend. Also don't forget to explore
the extensive retail village with all things motorcycle on sale.
This year is shaping up to be bigger and better than ever before with more
indoor show space and a great line up of acts. Also the show is held in August,
in the height of the riding season, so there is no excuse not to bring your bike
and visit the show for a great weekend.

Stunt Displays, Trade Stands, Exhibition Vehicles, Camping, Catering &
Licensed Bar, Craft Stalls, Children's Corner, and Evening Entertainment.
Access to the site for set up is available from 10 am Friday,
FREE camping is available through to the end of the show on
Sunday at 5 pm for those who take part in the Display in the
Exhibition Hall.
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Hot Food & Drink, Licenced Bar, Showers and under cover area available to
those booked in for the weekend.
Wristbands will be issued on arrival to allow free movement between the
camping area and the Trade/Show area.
Book your Vehicle in to the Display. For any more information please contact:
Enquiries@westwalesmotorcycleshow.co.uk
Or
Tel: 07976 501374

Run Leader and Ride
Coordinator Training
Fynn Valley Golf Club on Saturday 27th July 2013 at 10am
As you may be aware we have carried out some Run Leader and Ride
Coordinator Training over the past few years for people who help out on SAM
social rides. SAM's aim is to continue providing them with yearly training as
well as inviting new full members to join the team.
There is a number of reasons for this, the obvious is to make sure we all get
there and no one gets lost, but in addition there are Social Ride obligations
placed on us by the IAM which I am sure most people outside the committee
are not aware off.
There are two key Roles needed to make the social ride a success:-

The Ride Coordinator
Key Tasks /responsibilities:To do the pre run briefing.
To make sure people are divided into groups of up to 6 with a Run Leader
leading the group.
The SAM Observer July 2013
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To make sure there is a group for Associate members that is supported by
a group Observer.
To call the Café before the event to check its still open and on the day to
let them know the numbers.

The Run Leaders
Key Tasks/ Responsibilities:To lead their specific group to the destination safely.
To be a good IAM test standard rider, (Full Member) who is able to keep
a group of riders together on a run.
If you are interested in taking part I am running the training session for both
the above posts at Fynn Valley Golf Club on Saturday 27th July 2013 at 10am.
The session will consist of two hours classroom training followed by some on
the road practical.

Current Ride Coordinators and Run Leaders must attend this session to
retain their position.
Please email Sara Hale (SAM admin) to register your attendance
karlsarahale@btinternet.com
If you require further information about what this day, training and
commitment involves please do not hesitate to contact Leia on 07841 699081.
If for whatever reason you cannot attend this day let me know as I intend to
another session later in the year.
Leia Dowsing
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OBSERVER TRAINING
I haven’t had the pleasure of meeting you all yet, but allow me to introduce
myself - my name is Tim Murgatroyd, and this is my first article for the SAM
Observer. For the last couple of years, two very good friends (Karl and Sara
Hale) have been badgering me to join SAM. I currently work with Karl on
Bury Traffic, so have the daily choice of taking a company Volvo V70, BMW
RS or Yamaha FJR.
I am sure we have all seen various incidents of bad driving and tragedy on the
roads but unfortunately due to the nature of my job, I have seen more than my
fair share. Motorcycle road safety is one of the main reasons I eventually
joined SAM last year. I saw the advertisement for Observer training, and
having read the criteria (which did not put me off) I decided to give it a go.
Those who braved the freezing cold selection day for trainee Observers last
October will not forget it in a hurry - I would also remember it for other
reasons. Some of you may have heard the saying “brass monkey weather”…..if
you have not, then let’s just say it was very cold. To be truthful, had it not been
for the selection day, I probably would not have ventured out. Nevertheless, I
braved the biting conditions and rode to Orwell Motorcycles, Ipswich, where
we were all briefed by Senior Observers. There were to be various scenarios
including being observed, observing and explain a given subject on Roadcraft.
The route was to head west out of Ipswich to Hadleigh, then onto Sudbury end
ending up at the Stradishall Café for lunch. A return route was planned after
lunch.
From my point of view all was going ok despite the weather, which was getting
colder and more miserable. However, during my observing section the whole
day was about to change. I had a low speed incident in Foxearth where I got
caught up on some tar banding, which caused the bike to step out onto the
nearside white line, and due to the freezing conditions the bike went from
underneath me. Yes, you guessed it, I came off!! Talk about making an
impression….this was not quite the one I had intended.
There didn’t appear to be too much damage at the time either to the bike or
myself. I was a bit sore but after a short while resumed the ride with Stuart
Young. It was probably the thought of the breakfast roll and coffee at the Strad
Café that spurned me to carry on! Or perhaps as the wife is fond of saying; no
sense, no feeling! During lunch, my back and ribs started to hurt more. As I
was only a few miles from home, I decided to call it a day. My cup is normally
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half full, not half empty but after the day’s events I resigned myself to having
to wait another year for Observer training. I limped home, and spent the rest of
the evening in the West Suffolk General Hospital A&E to be diagnosed with
two broken ribs and a rather bruised ego.
To my surprise I received a phone call later that evening stating I had been
successful, but needed to complete some more scenarios in lieu of the ones
missed in the afternoon. I was later informed that had the weather conditions
on the day further deteriorated then it would have been an early bath for
everyone. I was off work for the next two weeks recovering, which gave me
the time to source a new bike!
The winter months provided the opportunity for three classroom sessions at
Fynn Valley with Derek Barker, Rob Day and David Rudland – my thanks to
them for their time and patience! We covered various subjects, including what
would be expected from an Observer, and items from HTBABR, Roadcraft and
the Highway Code. There were also written exams. We were treated to an
improvised initial assessment ride briefing by Derek and Rob - it had a serious
side to it, but was hilarious at the same time. This was recorded at a later date
by Rob and David, and was shown at the recent COT day. It didn’t lose any of
its humour second time round, that’s for sure.
Spring brought the opportunity for us to show what we had learnt in three on
the road sessions with a Senior Observer. Each session was sub-divided into
three sections, where we were to identify a riding fault, de-brief it and state
how to remedy it. Once I had done this, there was the final Observer test with
Derek. Another message of thanks again to Derek, Mike Roberts, Rob, Karl
(who didn’t give me an easy ride by any means!) and John Sillett, who gave up
their time to help me complete the practical side of this process.
I am glad to say that I completed the training in one piece and now have my
first Associate (poor bloke!) The training is certainly more in-depth than I first
thought, but I can see why there are so many hoops to go thru. For those who
may be interested in becoming a group observer, I would recommend the
training - you will not regret it.
I only have just under four years left in the Police service, so will be looking
for something to do (as well as observing) nearer the time, which leads me on
to something that happened whilst on holiday abroad with my wife a few years
ago. We met another couple and after a few days (and a few beers) the male
quickly realised my occupation. His wife however did not, and wanting some
clues I told her I worked shifts and had a company vehicle. There was a pause
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before her first answer - pizza delivery man!! She has never heard the last of it
since, but she may have solved my retirement problem….
I look forward meeting you all at some point on a group night or one of the
breakfast/chip runs.

Tim Murgatroyd

Oh Sh#t !!
For any of you unfortunate enough to have been involved in an accident, you
will know that it is true when they say that whilst the accident only takes a split
second in real time to happen, it is played out in slow motion whilst you are
experiencing it.
Like when I was knocking a metal peg in with a Club Hammer? It seemed to
take ages for the brain to register that the “clunk”, “clunk” sound of metal
striking metal had been replaced with “tap”, “tap” of a wooden hammer handle
striking metal. It took equally as long for the brain to logic that if I was now
hitting the peg with the handle then the head of the hammer must be missing –
maybe it could be up in the air somewhere and about to come down? Oh sh#t!
Hands quickly covered head and the worst injury was bruised fingers. The
point being that in real time this accident took two or three seconds at most, but
the thought process seemed to take as long as it took me to write this episode
down.
I mention this is because at June’s group night we were having a discussion
about travelling through France in general and Toulouse in particular when I
was reminded of an Oh Sh#t! moment that happened to Derek Bailey and
myself. In 2011 we were travelling through France, Spain and onto Portimao in
Portugal for the final round of WSB. Derek on his BMW GS1150 and me on
my BMW Adventure
We were riding through Toulouse (ok, we were lost – satisfied?) when we saw
an underpass which would conveniently avoid the worst of the town centre
traffic and take us back onto our route (see, we weren’t lost after all).
As we started to descend into the tunnel, we noticed a row of signs depicting
vehicles that were excluded from entering the tunnel. It is here that the slowmotion part of the brain kicked into gear. The first sign was for trucks. That
makes sense – trucks are big! The next sign said buses – logical! And so the
signs continued; Vans – yeah, ok. Small vans – yes, I can see that. Cars with
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roof-racks – obvious really. Motorcycles – what…? Why would motorcycles
be banned? What do all of the aforementioned vehicles have in common?
HEIGHT – they are all potentially over 2 metres in height.

Oh sh#t!
And so it proved to be. We had to ride crouched down on the tanks of our bikes
to avoid scraping our helmets on the badly-scarred roof of the tunnel. There
had obviously been many people – and not just motorcyclists, who had made
this mistake before and paid the price. So pay attention when riding through
Toulouse!
At the time we both commented that it seemed to take ages to read the various
signs, work out the potential problem and take avoiding action, albeit panicstruck! Compared to the time it took to actually enter this tunnel - which we
had only just noticed at the last minute anyway. The human brain truly is a
marvelous thing.

Bryan Duncan

Second Test Ride of the
KTM 1190
Thought I would put finger to keyboard for a follow up on the KTM. I found a
dryish day to take the KTM 1190 Adventure for a longer test ride, after it had
had its 500 mile service.
I collected the bike from Jim Aim mid morning and headed back to Ipswich via
Halstead, to give it a dual carriageway run.
When I set off I had the settings on street for engine mode and damping, but
soon switched, and stayed onto, sport for engine mode as the sport/street
combination seemed the best for the conditions. With the engine in sport and
street it gives you the full 150 hp, 125Nm, but it seems sharper in sport. The
rain option and offroad give reduced power, of 100bhp, which with the option
of ABS on or off really makes it pretty much most terrain capable.
In full power, the bike is very, very quick, making overtakes a doddle, the
engine is a revised RC 8 unit, with that and, a slightly forward leaning, upright
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position enabling rider to view everything ahead. The engine is very free
reving and has been reset to max revs of around 11/12,000, after its service,
and there is a suggested gear change light around 8,000 rpm.
On the A12 I found some upper body wind turbulence initially but just moving
the screen forward eliminated that. On the move the instrumentation is easily
operated, being pretty intuitive, once the concept has been explained, riding
modes simply altered for different conditions. All the dashboard displays are
clear and easily readable.
I eventually returned to Ipswich and we then tried it with a pillion. The engine
was fine with the extra weight onboard, but it was soon obvious that the rear
pegs are too high for other half total enjoyment.
I found the front seat narrow without too much padding but ok for shortish
journeys, but the comment from the rear was that it was too narrow making the
grab rails difficult to get to. Why can't these long distance all terrain vehicle
manufacturers fit a comfortable seat as standard instead of a cynical added
extra ! It cannot by that expensive to add a bit of foam !!
Switching the electronics back to single rider I took it back across country via
Hadleigh and Sudbury for the country roads. It is relatively light for an
adventure bike and the handling is positive, flicking round corners with ease.
The suspension by WP is excellent, no diving from the front forks under
braking. The gearbox is good and the clutch light .The ride by wire
acceleration is very responsive but I did find it slightly snatchy, at slowish
speed, trickling through Sudbury, although I am sure this is improvable. It is
easy to ride slowly, as well as quickly, and although I did find less engine
braking than a GS, the brakes, 4 pot Brembos on the front are superb, and
linked.
Arriving at Sible Hedingham, through the back roads, I was sorry to have to
hand the bike back, it really is great fun. It will probably not appeal to existing
990/950 owners, although it is probably better in every area, the R version is
aimed more at off roaders. It is a brilliant bike, a superb engine in a good
chassis, giving a bike that you feel could go anywhere. It is not perfect
however, but the niggles could probably be overcome, making it a pretty
formidable all rounder.

Ian Bishop
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Chip Run (double bonus)
at Peyton Plaice.
30th May 2013
Due to work commitments it's very rare for me that I can make an evening
ride-out. But chance happens I was on holiday this week, I jumped at the
opportunity of this chip run. That was the first bonus.
Anyway, I arrived at the Beacon Hill service-station shortly before 1800hrs.
Rob Day was already there first to arrive and apart from exchanging notes on
squeeze-boxes and bagpipes, it wasn't too long before the rest had arrived. (I
lost count after 10 bikes as I was in the 2nd group to depart).
The actual group ride-out itself had a good pace and was very enjoyable with
lots of close quarter twisties, suffice I managed to get into top gear only twice.
The chip shop is located off-road with ample parking and with reasonable
prices. The meals are boxed and enclosed are a plastic knife and fork, a small
paper towel with also a wet-freshener. Also, as well as chairs and tables the
shop has toilets. Excellent all round value for money. The double bonus...
I don't know our club member who had organised this, but the nearest
motorcycle shop which is about 10 metres adjacent to Peyton Plaice,
MoreMoto Ltd, were kind enough to stay open late for us.
Although small in size compared to the likes of Orwells (in Ipswich) it has the
same smart appearance and as well as bikes, they have a full range of clothing
and motorbike accessories. The staff are friendly and helpful too. I couldn't
resist not buying a new bike-cover reduced from £29.99 to £9.99!
So there you have it folks, if you're in Bury St. Edmunds and fancy a bite to eat
and a wee look round a bike shop, Peyton Plaice and More Moto Ltd are the
place to be.
Blue skies and Safe riding,
Ronnie Gray
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July’s Chip Run
25th July 2013
Southwold Pier
Promenade Café
The Pier
Southwold
Tel: 01502 722105
Ride Coordinator: Nigel Chittock
Meet at Beacon Hill at 18.15 for 18.30 departure.

Left onto A140,
1st right onto B1078.

Left at Ashbocking crossroads onto B1077 thru Helmingham and Framsden,
Right at T junction onto A1120,
Keep on A1120 into Peasenhall,

Turn left just past Whincops Garage onto minor road to Walpole,
Right at T junction onto B1117 to Halesworth,
Right at 3rd roundabout onto B1123 through Holton and Blyford,
Right at T junction onto A145,
Left onto A12,
Right onto A1095 to Southwold,
Left at mini roundabout to Pier
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August’s BREAKFAST RUN
4th August, 2013
The Old Bull Inn,
56 High Street,
Royston,
SG8 9AW
Tel: 01763 242003
Ride Coordinator: David Wood
Meet Beacon Hill at 08:45 for 09:00 departure
Set off through Needham market, through Barking, Bildeston to Lavenham.
Just past Lavenham Church turn right, follow lane to A134 then turn left.
Take turn to right for Long Melford and turn right again at the green.
Follow A1092 through Cavendish and turn right at Stoke by Clare on A1017.

Turn left to Steeple Bumpstead where a left at T is taken to Saffron Walden.
Turn left at war memorial to a right turn at mini roundabout on London
Road.
Take left turn at Station Road onto B1039, follow to Barley. (Glorious road)
Keep following B1039 to Royston – if you see the turn to right in time then
straight over crossroads, or, if observation lacking, up to T at pub, right then
left.
At Royston follow one way system to the right (signed Cambridge) and then
left into Fish Hill
Take the first left in Fish Hill and then left again into Market Hill.
There you'll find a car park with a back entrance to the pub.
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August’s Saturday Jaunt
17th August 2013
Three Willows Garden Centre Café
Flixton Road
Bungay
NR35 1PD
Tel: 01986 893268

ROUTE / TIME 1
Ride Coordinator: TBA
Meet Tesco’s Stowmarket 13:45 for 14:00 departure.
Take A1120 out through Stowupland, across A140 to Stonham Aspal.

Turn left as you enter village and follow road to Debenham.
Turn right at High Street and left past the church and out through Kenton,
Southolt to Wilby.
Turn left onto B1118 to Stradbroke, turn right on B1117 until left turn to
Fressingfield on B1116, staying on this to Weybread. At Water Park turn right
on B1123 to Halesworth.
Turn left at main road then right at third roundabout to Holton, where you go
straight on at the bend to right. Follow B1124 to Brampton.
Turn left on A145 to Beccles.
At traffic lights turn left on B1062
Over staggered crossroads at A144 in Bungay (right then left).
Three Willows is half mile on right.
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ROUTE / TIME 2
Ride Coordinator: TBA
Meet Tesco’s Stowmarket 14:15 for 14:30 departure.
Take A1120 out through Stowupland, across A140 to Stonham Aspal.

Turn left as you enter village and follow road to Debenham.
Turn right at High Street and left past the church and out through Kenton,
Southolt to Wilby.
Turn left onto B1118 to Stradbroke, turn right on B1117 until left turn to
Fressingfield on B1116, staying on this thyrough Harleston to the Redenhall
roundabout.
Straight over through village and turn right at junction with B1062 (Flixton
Rd)
Garden Centre and Cafe are 4 miles along just as you enter Bungay.

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute
changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route
cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination,
so you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day.
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot
and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage
to vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road
tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of the
route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group.
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Dropping myself in it
Felix’s honest account in last month’s mag, recounting filling up with diesel
instead of petrol (which I almost did once, the lady at the till telling me
afterwards that she had wondered I was going to do it or not - thanks for
warning me then I thought), here's my response to his request for what might
be called sheepish grin moments.
No crashes so far, but I’ve dropped every bike I’ve ever owned though, some
several times. The first one I remember was due to my getting my Honda
Superdream’s wheels into the groove created by the rails that used to run along
the dock roads. I tried stopping to get the bike’s wheels out, but hadn't the
'oomph', so took off again, running like a train along the railway, finally trying
to steer out of it. Over I went to some jeering of builders nearby. Why are there
(nearly) always audiences when these happen?
Then there was that time when I once had an ancient, ex-police, BMW K75,
the side stand of which didn’t cut the engine when put in gear. I rode off,
forgetting to pick the side stand up, when it suddenly caught the road and I
careered all over the road, landing up on the other side, still aboard, but feeling
a bit nonplussed. (Yes, there was a car some yards behind me to watch my
antics).And what about the time in those K75 days, when I tried to go through
the Dartford crossing via the automatic, non-manned, channels where you are
supposed to put in the right money - to raise the barrier, so I quickly learnt? In
my early, sweet inexperienced ignorance at the time, I thought, oh but bikes
don’t pay. So, there I was, no money to hand as I realised I was boxed in, with
a queue of vehicles behind me. Help! I decided to wave on the car behind me
and try to get through behind it before the barrier dropped, but I wasn’t quick
enough and I hit it full on. But guess what - turns out they are really flexible
and I just brushed through, feeling very surprised - and ruddy lucky. Those
drivers must have wondered what that wally was doing.
Then there was the time, on my R1150RT, heavily loaded up after a gig (I'm a
musician). I had played in a huge marquee up a farm track, and in almost pitch
dark, had just managed to get everything loaded outside. I gradually inched
forward along the track, missed seeing a deep rut, and over we all went. I had
to unload all my gear (not easy in the deepest dark with such a big bike on its
side), but the lie of the bike meant no way could I lift the damn beast on my
own. I got some staff help and we managed to up the bike and I loaded it again.
Carefully I rode forward a bit - and a yard further, hit another rut, and over I
went again. I now felt an utter twat as I had to ask for the same people, after
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unloading all that gear yet once more, to help me again. Eventually I got out of
there, totally knackered.
Then that other time, albeit not in the deep dark, when I was loading the trailer,
which as some of you know, I hitch to my bike, (bike on the side stand) when
the whole ensemble subsided suddenly into the gravel, the side stand digging
deep - one bit of music gear having proved the last straw. The occasion was a
very posh ‘do’ I’d been playing at, but I had no alternative but to fetch out
some guests from the proceedings inside, in their crisp and immaculate DJs, to
help get it all up again. They were very forgiving!
And yet on another, recent, occasion, I dropped my ‘new’ R1200RT twice in ½
an hour. I was visiting the chap in London who sold me the bike and on arrival,
I found I had to squeeze between a car and a van to get the bike up to his unit. I
got only as far as the car’s front wing, so kicked down the stand, and started to
get off. Suddenly the bike went over, this time leaning on the car’s wing,
pushing it in a bit. (I hadn’t checked the side stand had gone all the way down).
The owner got out of his car double quick and together we pushed the bike up:
luckily the wing bounced out again - not a mark. Phew. I got a lot of ribbing
from all around. Russ, who sold me the bike and who has a turn of phrase, said,
‘Advanced effing rider eh? Perhaps an effing advanced course on pushing
down effing side stands might effing help’ (He likes me really). Then, as I
began to ride off, I hit a ridge of concrete at the wrong angle on a tight circling
manoeuvre, and promptly went over in front of my audience yet again. Ahem.
Talking of side stands, again on the 1150RT, I rode off from home one late
evening. I got a along a few yards when the engine cut out. And it stayed that
way, despite firing momentarily each time. Ah - I thought wisely, the side
stand must be down. Oh, no, I realised, that doesn't apply on this bike, and
anyway, the side stand was up. So I kicked it down to dismount - and it
dropped on the ground! There I was, marooned: you don't just hop off a big
bike like that without it crashing to the ground. Managing to paddle it round I
waited for a passer-by to push me up the slope to my parking space, and indeed
I eventually got there this way, but I was still astride the bike, unable to move,
perhaps for 9 hours till morning….? Until I noticed the top box was near a
corner of my house, and, magic! it lent onto the corner at just right angle. (The
bolt holding the side stand had simply come undone, by the way).There's other
occasions to report, but I will finish with incident at my mother's sheltered
housing car park in Leicester, having just arrived on the R1150RT. I unloaded
everything, then decided that I should move the bike along a bit so that a car
could park behind me more easily but didn’t bother putting the side stand up
for a few inches. So, on assuming it was still fully down (I know, don’t tell me)
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I let the bike rest and continued to get my riding gear off when suddenly the
bike almost gently subsided down to the ground. With only elderly people in
the building and no-one else around, I had to pick it up on my own, so I bent
the knees, tucked in the back, and dug deep for will power - and I managed to
get the beast up! I felt proud especially as, on this sole occasion, no-one was
around to see my initial stupidity! It all reminds me of similar sailing
stupidities. I was sailing down the Orwell in my rather heavy-built east coast
cutter with someone who had never sailed before and who was worried about
the lean of the craft as we sailed into the wind. Oh, I said, looking at him with a
smile of the experienced seaman to reassure him, ‘that’s as it should be’. ‘But
the thing about me’, I continued, still looking at him - and not where I was
going - ‘I do have a bit of a reputation for running aground’, upon which, on
cue, the boat lurched and ran aground.

Andrew Sterling

Wind Turbine Tour Swaffham
Saturday 24th August 2013
Meet at Tesco Stowmarket at 09:00 for 09:15 Departure Tour 11:00 - 1 Hour
I have a arranged a visit to the 'Green Britain Centre' Swaffham to include a
tour of the wind turbine see www.greenbritaincentre.co.uk
10 people per tour and the price is £6 per person or £5 concessions, if there is
enough interest I can obtain a reduced rate by booking more tours.
All they ask for the tour is that you have no heart complaints, pacemaker,
high/low blood pressure, claustrophobia, vertigo or acute asthma. There are
300 steps to the top and 300 steps to return down!
If you do not fancy the wind turbine tour why not come for the ride and visit
the centre free of charge as they have an exhibition, organic garden, orchard,
shop and café (which I intend to use after the tour!)
The café is vegetarian but having seen a selection of the menu they do all the
usual stuff soups, panini's, jacket potatoes, sandwiches, lasagne, pasta bake,
chilli and a variety of drinks.
If you can email karlsarahale@btinternet.com to book your place.

Sara Hale
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Colditz and The Harz
Mountains in May.
In January of this year I decided to go to Spain on my 250cc scooter, camping
along the way. It was not a decision taken on a whim, as I had been meaning to
travel there for some time on a 1250 Bandit, but fate dictated the scooter was to
be my ride. I wondered whether to go via the channel tunnel or by ferry. My
mind was soon made up by an email flyer I received from P&O ferries offering
me a 20% discount if I booked with them. So ferry it was then, travelling from
Dover to Calais on Thursday the 30th May 2013..... Or so i thought.......
Fate once again played
a hand when my
mother, for whom I act
as carer, was taken into
hospital unexpectedly
for a prolonged stay.
This enabled me to
bring
forward
my
holiday to the middle
part of May, the only
trouble
was
the
weather, predicted as
rain for France and
Spain. I didn't fancy rain for company, especially as I was living in a tent, so I
did an about turn and decided to follow the sun, at that time in Eastern Europe.
I booked the overnight ferry from Harwich to the Hook of Holland. My first
destination was Berga, just south of the Harz Mountains. My satnav was set,
the road was dry, the scooter was fuelled up and my destination was 400 miles
away. I took it easy for the first 100 miles or so travelling at 50-55mph, but
soon realised the bike was capable of sustained travel at an indicated 70mph.
The time soon passed and I arrived at my destination at 5 o’clock in the
afternoon. The tent was set up in no time and I wandered off to the campsite
bar/restaurant to have a few beers and a well cooked schnitzel. A Delicious end
to the day.
The next day I took a short trip into the harz mountains, biking on wonderful
twisty roads between forests of pine, stopping whenever I fancied for coffee
(2.50 euro) and bratwurst in brotchen, (1 euro). This set me up for the ride to
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my next destination, Colditz. I set the satnav to avoid motorways and was
rewarded with fantastic roads and very little traffic. Result.
The campsite at Colditz was set in the middle of a forest, but there was plenty
of grass to pitch the tent, together with hard standing for the scooter. After
pitching up I got back on the scooter and went to the local supermarket for
some supplies. I was astonished (and pleased) to find that a half litre can of
beer cost 30 cents, and, being the big spender that I am I brought two cans to
keep me going together with some sandwiches for tea. A good nights rest was
had but in the morning I heard the dreaded pitter patter sound on the roof of the
tent that signified rain had come, and it was not holding back. I put the
waterproofs on and headed for breakfast in the campsite restaurant (read
‘glorified shed’) where I was treated with eggs, bacon, soft rolls, hams, cheeses
and marmalade. The rain kept coming, as did my curses, as I started the scooter
to venture into Colditz to see the castle, famous for holding allied prisoners of
war during WW2. The highlight for me was the museum contained within its
walls, where fantastic items were on display. I was astounded by the prisoner’s
extraordinary attention to detail in replicating the German uniforms, passports,
visas, badges, buttons, etc. The prisoners were a resourceful lot, brave beyond
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imagination, and unwavering in their determination to escape. Some of their
escape attempts included impersonating German officers and orderlies,
dressing up as a woman, tunnelling, hiding in laundry baskets etc but the most
astonishing of all was the
building of a fully functional
glider to fly out of the roof
space! I struggle to knock nails
into wood but these men were
able to build a glider, hide it
from the Germans, and keep it a
secret until they were finally set
free by the Americans when the
town was liberated.
After the wonderful high of visiting Colditz castle, I made my way back to the
Harz Mountains to travel once more on the glorious roads, only this time I was
lucky to meet with a friendly German who directed me on a 300km road trip
taking in all of the sights in a day. I rode through pretty villages, past emerald
green meadows, beside fields of rape in yellow flower and between forests of
towering pine. The highlight (literally) of the ride was climbing 'Josephs cross’
an all metal structure in the mould of the Eiffel tower, where the Harz
mountains could be viewed from the top. It was windy up there and the tower
swayed (or was it me?) so I took a few photo’s and walked down the open
stairs to the safety of the ground.
My ride home at the end of my holiday was
undertaken on motorways and country roads
in cold, windy, awful horrible rain. Not
recommended. I was glad to get onto the
ferry at the Hook, where my cold bones
could be warmed by a shower and where my
mind could be relaxed by a beer or two.
My total holiday mileage was 1,200 and my
petrol consumption averaged over 80mpg. I
was away for 8 days, the oil level stayed
constant and the tyres never seemed to wear.
Next year definitely maybe, France and
Spain!

Ralph Fogg
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July’s Editorial 2013
2nd June I went on the SAM breakfast ride to
the Lattice in Kings Lynn, Lovely day with
about 40 bikes turning up.
Since then I haven’t used the bike much. I
have always wondered on how far I could go
on a tank full, the gauge seems to say I’m
empty quite soon after filling up, needle get to
the top of my red bit at 150 miles, so filled up
a can and put in the pannier. 150 miles came and went, needle went though the
red and stop at its stop needle, bike kept going, at 220 I ran out, so switched to
reserve, Now this is where I would like my needle to be at the top on the red, I
posted a question on Facebook on the GTR ~ Concours page about this and
apparently there is an adjustable resistor that you can wire in to the system
which means that you can set your needle to where you would like it to read…
And of course having just, as my Observer Simon would say, “ squirted past” a
lorry, cough, cough, splutter, splutter, ran out of petrol at 273 miles. Out came
the can and carried on my way, so at least I know I have a range of 250 miles
with a dribble left over,
Sunday 24th I was standing at Felixstowe roundabout directing bikes to the
show from the St Eliazabeth hospice ride, then popped in to the show. More
about it and picture in Augusts magazine.
Safe Riding

Felix...

Editor

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH.
Tel: 07712649860
editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com

Thank you
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine.

Closing date for copy Friday after club
night
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Advertise here

Annual Advertising
Rates:
Advertise on the SAM
website for an
additional £25.

£25 for
1
/8 page

Contact:
Felix

07712649860

Sam.editor@btinternet.com

£35 for ¼ page
£50 for ½ page
£75 for full page

If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or
send me an email.
I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride
outs have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so
feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will
have another great magazine to read
Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you
can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word
template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has
all the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman
as the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts
the A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate
to your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page
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MEMBER INFORMATION
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our
website. Below are some key links members will find useful.
CONTACTS
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs
so you can recognise everyone.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs
CALENDAR
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your
smartphone.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal
OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM
motorcycle test.
Contact: Derek Barker
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart
CARING SAM
Our customer service & complaints procedures.
Contact: Karl Hale
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care
DISCOUNT SCHEME
Save your membership fee, and more, by using these retailers who give a
discount to SAM members.
Contact: Bryan Duncan
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc
MOTORCYCLE DEXTERITY & CONTROL
Dates and details of our slow riding events.
Contact: Derek Barker
Sponsored by Southwold Pier 01502 722105
www.southwoldpier.co.uk
Before you attend one of SAM's Dexterity days, you must inform your
Insurance Company that you intend to practise slow speed machine control in a
school playground accessible to the public and ask them to confirm that you
will have full cover for this activity.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/dext
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ADVERTS
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our
online adverts section.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads
SHOPS
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two
online shops.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop
FORUM
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related.
Have a read, and then register to join in.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum

SAM Events for your Diary
July 2013
Saturday 13th
Saturday Jaunt. Ace Café, North Circular Road. Meet
at Tesco Copdock (Currys Rear Park), Ipswich at 13:45 for an 14:00 start.
Tuesday 16th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30. followed
by Guest Speaker. Steve Brinkley from All Year Biker www.allyearbiker.co.uk.
Thursday 18th
Theory Evening. Come along and learn more about
Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Gears & Acceleration
Sat 19th ~ Sun 20Th BikeSafe. Help needed by Publicity Team on the
Saturday of this event, please contact Paul 07879 844618 or Martin 07595
277831
Saturday 20th
Dexterity & Control Morning, 09:00 ~ 13:00 Sidegate
Primary School, Ipswich
Thursday 25th
for 18.30 departure.

Chip Run. Southwold Pier Meet at Beacon Hill at 18.15
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Saturday 27th
Ride Coordinator & Ride leader Training. If you are
interested. Training session for both the above posts at Fynn Valley Golf Club
Starting at 10:00. See article in June’s magazine

August 2013
Fri 2nd ~ Sat 3rd
Weekend Trip Tan Hill Inn Contact Paul Newman for
more information look at the article on page 29 of December’s Observer or on
the SAM forum under “ride outs”
Sunday 4th
Breakfast Run, The Old Bull Inn, Royston. Meet
Beacon Hill at 08:45 for 09:00 departure
Saturday 17th
Saturday Jaunt. Three Willows Garden Centre Cafe
Flixton Road. Bungay. 1st ROUTE &TIME, Meet at Tesco’s Stowmarket
13:45 for 14:00 departure. 2nd ROUTE & TIME, Meet Tesco’s Stowmarket
14:15 for 14:30 departure.
Tuesday 20th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30. followed
by SAM BBQ natter night. Bring and buy your surplus biking gear.
Thursday 22nd
Theory Evening. Come along and learn more about
Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Overtaking
Saturday 24th Wind Turbine Tour Swaffham Meet at Tesco Stowmarket at
09:00 for 09:15 Departure. More details July’s Magazine page 26.
Sunday 25th
Dexterity & Control Morning, 09:00 ~ 13:00 Sidegate
Primary School, Ipswich
Thursday 29th

Chip Run. TBA.

Sat 30th ~ Sun 31st BikeSafe. Help needed by Publicity Team on the
Saturday of this event, please contact Paul 07879 844618 or Martin 07595
277831

September 2013
Saturday 14th
MX Tryout. SAM Annual dirt fix! Belstead Track
Deposit £40 to be paid directly to MX Tryout. Either email André for a form
07730 526674 andre@acersafety.co.uk or info@motocrosstryout.co.uk
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October 2013
Sunday 6th
Copdock Motorcycle Show. Trinity Park, Felixstowe
Road, Ipswich. http://www.copdock-cmc.co.uk/Events, Help is needed for
parking. See David Rudland.

Other Events that you might
want to put in your Diary
Norfolk Advanced Motorcyclists
3rd Thursday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140,
Norwich, NR14 8PQ
Chairman,
Rob Chandler,
01493 730409
Secretary,
Alex Mason,
01603 716735

July 2013
Sat 20th
Airfield

447th Bomb Group reunion at Rattlesden

Fri 25th ~ Sun 28th
East for England Rally. Fakenham Racecourse.
Norfolk’s Harley-Davidson rally. www.fenlandershog.com

Note from Editor
Please check the SAM Calendar & Forum for further details and for any
changes after going to press. Especially in winter months when the weather can
be unpredictable.

Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group.
They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view
that free expression promotes discussion and interests.
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Copdock Bike run

Pictures Taken by
Tony Argent
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